There has been a long histroy of the Systel Dynllics developed by 1. Forrester and its analysis of cOlplex systel behaviors. It is necessary to know the detailed systel structure and a large 1I0unt statistical data to build the flow diagrll when using this lethod. However,our quantitative analysis show that the integrated lodel can be seen as a cOibination of lany abstracting grey systel lodeles which lay be decOlposed frOi cOlplex systel. In this way, the integrated lodel can be silulated on a cOlputer. The approach of cOibining quantitative analysis with silulation has the following features,
INTRODUCTION
Along lany lethods for analysing social-econOlic systel dynllic behavior the Systel Dynllics developed by J.Forrester and Grey Systel lodelling theory advanced by I.Deng are significant. Analysing the dynllic variation of the social-econOlic systel behavior is their COlion objective and the difference between thel is that the Systel Dynllics is a cOlputer silulation lethod while the Grey Systel lodelling is an analytic lethod, both of thel have sOle advantages and disadvantages.
In this paper, in order to describe the social-econOlic systel behavior lore presicely, a new approach which cOibines the two lethods is proposed.
TIlE FEATURES OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS METHOD
The principle of Systel Dynllics shown that the quality of a cOlplex systel dynllic behavior depends upon internal structure and internal interactions of the systel. The feedback loops correspond the linking of these relations when the systel dynllic lodel is established. However, the causal relations within the systel based on the analysis by different experts sDietiles are quite defferent because of different views of experts. Even though the Systel Dynllics principle provides stri~t rules for building causal relations, the experts who analyses the slle systea structure usually obtain different results. Further.ore, there is no any good lethod for the consistency check of the real lodel and structure lodel so far.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF GREY SYSTEM THEORY
The concepts of GrEY Systel are presented by professior 1. Deng in 1982.The Grey Systel theory shows that the systel for which the internal structure is known is deterlinistic systel and the systel for which the internal structure is unknown is non-deterlinistic systel. So the systels between thel are grey systels. A lot of non-engineering syste.s, for exaaple, social, agriculture,ecology and enviroDient systels are belong to study field of Grey Systel. These systels which lack physical lodels are called grey ones. That leans the parlleters of the systel lodel are ilcOlplete, or internal and external causal relations are indefinite. For instance, we have investigated a problel concerning the region grain product forecasting. For such a systel, the relations between the input and the output are very difficult to be described precisely .The effect of soil fertile capability, the stochastic changing of the weathers, the farling labor expended on grain product etc. are all indefinite. the changing area of farling land are also iiprecised. As such problel, the grain production value are considered as the SUi of lulti-factor data and also a result of lulti-factor interaction .Therefor, it is not necessary to give the detailed expression which precisely describes the lathelatical function in very difficulty.And we sWllarized the lulti-elelents of the systel into a abstracted single input and a real output systel. For instance, a grain production systel lodel that is described by natural and social factors can be considered as an energy systel, in which the input variable is the sWllary of every factor representing the abstract cause and the output variable is result, that is a observable tile series dat~ thus a cOlplex systel is siiplified. The lethod of establishing differential equation on the base of descrete data is proposed by reference [11.
A COMBINATION METHOD OF GREY SYSTEM MODELLING AND SIMULATION
A cOlplex systel lay be divided into sOle connected sub-systels which are represented with abstract lodel blocks. The parlleters of the lodel blocks are defined frOi their relations between inputs and outputs, then each lodel block is connected to a integrated net lodel and expressed using the low order differential equation. ObviouSly, the equation order of the output variable are usually lore than one. Thereby, solving the equation of integrated net lodel is difficult and the Systel Dynllics silulation provided an excellent lethod to solve such a problei, DYNAMO language is an effective tool.
(1) One order forecasting lodel. The output of an abstract systel lay be considered as the interactive result of the sWllarized lulti-input factors. Suppose the original output data can be arranged as tile series as Let variable xl is related with x2, x3, ... , xj and xl is defined as a level variable, thus
is a simple differential equation about LEVEL, in which unknown parueters a and bi are estilated by reference [1J.
Let equation (7) being lultiplied by dt and let dt=DT, and arrange the equation (7) again. we have
where DT is the silulation tile increlent. Supposing d xJ(I)(t) =xJ(I)(t) -xJ(I)(t-DT> thus j xJ(I)(t) = xJ(I)(t-DT>+DT[-a xJ(I)(t) +L. bi x,(I) (t)) i~2 Variable xJ(I)(t) is an accuulated value of xJ(I)(t) and its fluctuation is not obvious within one descrete tile. So we approxinte X J (1)( t) to xJ(I)(t-DT>. 
The effectiveness of the above three grey systel lodels are illustrated by tested exarple for a long developlent planning of the land resouses in Liaoning province.
CONCLUTION
We have been ate~ted to use the analytical lethods of the Grey Systel dividing a co~lex systel and the typical dynllic lodelling lethods are proposed. Then we connect sOle dynllic lodels into a integrated net lodel and silulate the lodel on c~uter in DYNAMO. The tested results shown that analysis for a co~lex systel behavior becOies lore easily and precisely Annotation, This reseach was under the special grant of Acadelia Sinica.
